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Background



10 years on (but just getting started…)
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It’s been 10 years since we started selling NetPoint, and 15 since we first started developing it.



10 years on (but just getting started…)
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We’ve come a long way, having been awarded 4 U.S. patents, and having developed and released two additional products.



Uniquely Visual + GPM

NetPoint is unique due to it’s highly visual and interactive nature and also due to the scheduling engine under the hood, known as the 
Graphical Path Method (GPM).



What is GPM?
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GPM is the combination of algorithms that work together to make 
NetPoint different from all other planning and scheduling tools available.



Self-Healing & Real-Time
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GPM enables what’s known as self-healing, where the network 
automatically corrects itself and updates float values, in real-time.



Planned Dates
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GPM allows activities to be placed anywhere within their total float range without needing 
to constrain their start or finish dates, which preserves float traceability in the network. 



Forensic Float
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GPM retains float values left of the data date, which allows you 
analyze a schedule for delays after the project has started or finished.



GPM = Mathematical Basis + Interactivity
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So GPM is important not only to ensure a mathematical basis for the schedule, 
but also for the way in which you’re used to interacting with NetPoint.



Why the Crash Course?
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“A whole new way 
of planning & 
scheduling”

“Differentiate your 
planning/scheduling
work”

GPM sets NetPoint and NetRisk apart from all other CPM tools, so it’s critical that you understand how GPM works so that you understand 
exactly how the outputs of the software differentiate your planning and scheduling work.



No Self-Healing or Forensic Float
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When we first developed GPM, it didn’t include self-healing, or forensic float.

We needed early versions of NetPoint to play around with in order to make additional discoveries like these.
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NetRisk 1.0

When we first developed GPM and NetPoint, we also didn’t know that they would lead to innovations in schedule risk analysis.
We released NetRisk 1 in 2013, and it included features that no other tool offered.
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Prime Risks

Prime risks allow risk 
events to have 
probabilities and 
impacts unique to 
individual activity 
assignments.
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Criticality Diagram

The criticality diagram displayed criticality indices 
at selected percentiles, right on the canvas.



NetRisk 1 introduced 
floating (which is only 
possible with GPM planned 
dates), which produces the 
entire risk distribution 
bounding envelope

Floating & the Risk Envelope
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CPM Schedule Risk: Inherently Optimistic!

CPM schedule risk 
simulation is inherently, 
unrealistically optimistic, 
and we believe that 
NetRisk 2 will help 
practitioners realize this.



NetRisk 2.0



Standalone App  Simulate P6 Schedules

NetRisk 2 offers features like a full-screen, standalone application, able to simulate schedules directly from P6.



Unlimited Risk-Mitigation Scenarios
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NetRisk 2 offers features like unlimited risk-mitigation scenarios, where you can create as many scenarios as you want for modeling 

the impacts of different risk mitigation strategies.



Automated Risk Removal
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NetRisk 2 offers features like automated risk removal, which runs multiple simulations for you, automatically removing each risk and 

then ranking them by how much they impact your project.



GPM Activity Floating
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NetRisk 2 is still the only 
tool that offers activity 
floating, thanks to GPM.



Demo



Not Just Another Risk Analysis Tool

Automated Risk RemovalProbabilistic Non-work 
Modelling

GPM Activity Floating

Risk Mitigation ScenariosPrime RisksP6 & NetPoint Schedules

.xer/

.nzp

It’s the combination of new features, in addition to innovative features from NetRisk 1, that makes NetRisk 2 more than 
just another risk analysis tool.



What Other Tools Are Available?
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Why us?
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15+
members in risk 
practice group

20+
years doing 
risk analysis

350+ 
projects

$50+ 
billion in 

project value

We have a unique 
ability to involve 
expert practitioners 
throughout the 
entire software 
development 
process.



Features
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OPRA Acumen Tamara Polaris Safran NetRisk

• Duration ranging/correlations
• Monte Carlo simulation
• Tornado diagrams
• etc.

X X X X X X

• Probabilistic Weather/windows X X X X X X

• Independent risk drivers X X * X

• Qualitative risk register X X X X

• Automated risk removal * X

+ Unlimited mitigation scenarios
+ GPM floating X

*Partially qualifies



Price
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OPRA Acumen Tamara Polaris Safran NetRisk

Price (with 1st year maintenance)* $11,500 $6,100 $900 / Year $5,000 $6,000 $2,500

*Approximate prices obtained online



Thank you!
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